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Previous Strategic Plan (2014-2019)
• Mission: The Massachusetts Department of Early
Education and Care (EEC) provides the foundation that
supports all children and their development as lifelong
learners and contributing members of the community,
and supports families in their essential work as parent
and caregivers.
• Vision: Nine key aspirations for the Department’s role
in supporting the early childhood, out of school, and
residential programs to meet family needs, in
collaboration with communities and other state
agencies.
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Five-Year Goals (2014-2019)
• All young children in the Commonwealth will be ready to enter
the K-12 education system and be successful and their families
will be provided with the opportunities to support their children’s
cognitive, socio-emotional, language, and physical development.
• Programs offered in early childhood, out of school time settings
licensed or license exempt by EEC will promote and support the
high-quality education and healthy development of children that
enables all children to be successful as school members and
citizens.
• The early childhood and out-of-school time workforce who works
with children ad families in the Commonwealth is professional
prepared, adequately compensated, and diverse.
• The Department and the Board of Early Education and Care will
provide leadership, direction and resources to meet the mission
of the agency with utmost integrity, transparency and
accountability to the people of the Commonwealth.
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Four Key Objectives (2014-2019)
• Across the Five-Year Goals, the following
priorities were used to define objectives:
• Commitment to Quality
• Increasing Access
• Continuing Communications and Advocacy
• Sustainable Infra-structure and Finance
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LEARNINGS TO DATE
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Themes from the Field
Through conversations and introductions to the stakeholders in
Massachusetts, a few directional themes have emerged for EEC to
consider in next steps and strategic direction:
- Evaluate the distribution of responsibilities across the Regional
Offices and Central Office to better support programs across the
Commonwealth.
- Provide leadership to track progress in the field and ensure
effective implementation.
- Increase collaboration, engagement and transparency with
stakeholders to build meaningful feedback loops to inform policy.
- Support alignment across EEC initiatives to ensure coordinated
efforts on the ground.
- Work to align strategies across state agencies to create greater
impact in the field.
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LOOKING AHEAD
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PROPOSED PATH FORWARD

Proposed Plan:
- Affirm the existing Strategic Directions for EEC.
- Focus on engaging with the field and building Strategic
Road Map that lays out implementation activities for EEC.
Summary of Proposed Next Steps:
- Robust internal and external engagement campaign designed to
solicit key areas of focus for implementation.
- Result in a set of key benchmarks to support measuring the
impact of implementation for key initiatives across the field.
- Support the initial phase of Preschool Development Grant (PDG)
by setting goals and objectives for EEC with the field.
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Planning Process Overview

Learning

Engaging

Co-Creating

Collect information,
data, and conduct
Community Learning
Tours to assemble a
complete landscape of
needs and opportunities

Articulate the problem
we are trying to solve
and a menu of potential
solutions; engage
internal and external
stakeholders to
pressure test and
surface most promising
strategies

Define common impact
objectives across
efforts, establish
concrete benchmarks to
measure success, and
publish the plan

Building on Existing Work with New Feedback

1

Complete landscape of existing plans,
data, initiatives, family feedback catalogued
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Existing DEEC strategic plan goals and
PDG Needs Assessment
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Comparable responses to core questions
across interview, survey, and group
formats
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Baseline data from health, early
childhood care and education, family
economic security arenas
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Iterative feedback from key internal and
external stakeholders

Repeated Stakeholder Engagement

Engagement will take many forms…
STATEWIDE CROSS-SECTOR LEARNING: ‘Community Learning Tours’ in each of the EEC 5 regions – inviting early
childhood stakeholders, business interest groups, health and human service stakeholders, K-12 entities, elected officials
FAMILY AND COMMUNITY VOICE: ’3 Questions’ feedback from advisory councils and parent policy groups
BOARD AND STAFF ENGAGEMENT: Staff survey and interviews; EEC leadership team engage their departments
through feedback processes; Board planning sessions / retreat; alignment with organizational structure work
CROSS-AGENCY BUY IN: Peer to peer agency engagement; Legislative briefings

Process Milestones
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LEARNING - Discovery and
Community Learning Tours

October 2019

November 2019
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INTEGRATION: Align EEC
directional budget
recommendations to emerging
themes from the field; continue
engaging other agency heads

December 2019

ENGAGING: Begin to float
emerging themes and draft
strategies for feedback; second
round of Community Learning
Tours

January 2020
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COMPLETION:
Board approves
final document

March 2020

CO-CREATING: Full draft plan
begins circulating for iterative
feedback

EEC will simultaneously be working on internal capacity
analysis to successfully achieve the implementation plan.
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Final Result: Action Plan and Benchmarks
One Cohesive Frame
for a Set of
Interconnected Early
Childhood Strategies

Goals are
Naturally Derived
from a Bold
Vision and
Commitments to
Outcomes for
Children and
Families

Sample from North Carolina- for illustration only
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Final Result: Action Plan and Benchmarks (2)
Clearly Defined, Collectively
Developed Definition of the
Problem to Solve

Ambitious, Time-Bound
Targets to Monitor
Progress Towards Each
Goal

Sample from North Carolina- for illustration only
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Structuring the Process
Early Thoughts
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Planning Principles and Goals

Broad
Engagement
Among leaders and practitioners
across the statewide early
childhood sector - to solicit
insights, ideas, and feedback
repeatedly as goals are
developed
Across departments and sectors to
capture the fullness of early
childhood and all its intersecting
issues (health, family economic
stability, etc.)

Data Driven

Strongly guided by current data
and anchored by time-bound
benchmarks that can be broadly
understood and articulated
Built from a foundation of
current initiatives and plans –
but unafraid of innovation and
big ideas
Based in a strong understanding of
children and families in MA right now

Visionary and
Actionable
Balancing visionary goals with
feasible policy
recommendations, and changes
to structures and mechanisms
within the field at large.

Additions?
Revisions?

Key Audiences

Legislature
Core to implementation success
Engagement: within regions and
centrally, 1:1 updates

Cross Agency Staff
Whose buy-in and role in
implementation will be key.
Engagement: Community
Learning Tours, Department
engagement ongoing

Executive Office of Education
With whose priorities the plan
must align.
Engagement: 1:1 updates

Community and Field Leaders
Whose insights may point us to
innovative or new solutions.
Engagement: 1:1 interviews

Providers & Advocates
Whose work will be most
impacted by any changes
recommended.
Engagement: Community
Learning Tours, Surveys,
Interviews

Children and Families
Our ultimate users and ‘the why’
of any changes we will make
Engagement: Surveys and
Community Learning Tours

Methods of Engagement
ONGOING 1:1 CULTIVATION AND UPDATES
Every three weeks, issued by the Commissioner

DATA ANALYSIS
Across early childhood and intersecting fields

INTERVIEWS
With leadership staff, other agency representatives, leaders and practitioners

COMMUNITY LEARNING TOURS
Hosted in each of 5 regions – 2 times – for staff, elected officials, providers, advocates

INVENTORY OF PLANS
All documents, plans, initiatives, and other relevant items reviewed and
catalogues/considered for input

FAMILY ENGAGEMENT
Through partners – focus groups and meetings with families and communities

SURVEY
Distributed broadly – 3 simple questions

